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Proper Inheritance
All essential behavior of software must be documented, yet there
are advantages, to development, verification and testing,
performance, and stability, in leaving behavior for some
combinations of inputs and initial conditions undefined. What is
and is not defined behavior must be clear from the contract,
especially contracts spanning classes related by inheritance.
In this talk, we begin by briefly reviewing components, interfaces
and contracts in general, and the significance of *narrow* versus
*wide* contracts. We then go on to explore three kinds of
inheritance: (1) Interface Inheritance resulting from pure-virtual
functions, (2) Structural Inheritance resulting from non-virtual
functions, and (3) Implementation Inheritance resulting from
non-pure virtual functions. Proper contracts involving each of the
three kinds of inheritance have different criteria that must be
addressed. The three kinds of inheritance are compared, and their
relative utility is explained. What's more, several common uses of
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that are provably improper are summarily debunked.
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Speaker Bio:
John Lakos, author of 'Large Scale C++ Software Design.', serves
at Bloomberg LP in New York City as a senior architect and mentor
for C++ Software Development world-wide. He is also an active
voting member of the C++ Standards Committee, Library Working
Group. Previously, Dr. Lakos directed the design and development
of infrastructure libraries for proprietary analytic financial
applications at Bear Stearns. For 12 years prior, Dr. Lakos
developed large frameworks and advanced ICCAD applications at
Mentor Graphics, for which he holds multiple software patents. His
academic credentials include a Ph.D. in Computer Science ('97)
and an Sc.D. in Electrical Engineering ('89) from Columbia
University. Dr. Lakos received his undergraduate degrees from
MIT in Mathematics ('82) and Computer Science ('81). His next
book, entitled 'Large-Scale C++, Volume I: Process and
Architecture', is anticipated in 2016.
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